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It was billed as a larger, stronger, and sleeker design in comparison to the earlier AK Series.
First available on Saturday June 28, , these trucks were sold with various minor changes over
the years until March 25, , when the Task Force Series trucks replaced the Advance-Design
model. The same basic design family was used for all of its trucks including the Suburban ,
panel trucks, canopy express , and cab overs. The cab overs used the same basic cab
configuration and similar grille but used a shorter and taller hood and different fenders. The
unique Cab Over fenders and hood required a custom cowl area which makes the Cab Over
Engine cabs and normal truck cabs incompatible with one another while all truck cabs of all
weights interchange. From until , Chevrolet trucks were number one in sales in the United
States, with rebranded versions sold at GMC locations. While General Motors used this front
end sheet metal, and to a slightly lesser extent the cab, on all of its trucks except for the Cab
Overs , there are three main sizes of this truck: the half-, three-quarter-, and full ton capacities in
short and long wheelbase. No vent windows in doors. Hood side emblems read "Chevrolet" with
"Thriftmaster" or "Loadmaster" underneath. Early - Gasoline tank now mounted upright behind
seat in cab; filler neck aft of passenger door handle. Serial number codes remain the same as
on early Last year for driver's side cowl vent, its handle is now flat steel, not maroon knob as in
previous years. Mid-year change from 9-board bed to 8 boards per bed. Last year for 80 MPH
speedometer, chrome window handle knobs, and chrome wiper knob. Mid-year, Chevrolet stops
using the designation on the hood and changes to maroon window and wiper knobs. Hood side
emblems now only read , , , , or in large print. Door post ID plate now blue with silver letters
previous models used black with silver letters. Last year to use wooden blocks as bed supports.
Windshield now curved one-piece glass without center vertical dividing strip. Revised steering
wheel. Revised dashboard. Cargo bed rails, previously angled, now horizontal. Tail lights round
instead of rectangular. Grille changed from five horizontal slats to crossbar design commonly
referred to as a "bull nose" grille, similar to modern Dodge truck grille. Serial number codes
unchanged from Hydramatic automatic transmission is available for the first time as a paid for
option. Serial number codes unchanged from and The truck was mostly used as a semi-truck
although smaller versions were also made and were available. The truck had a narrower hood
and fenders compared to its lighter counterparts. Features that were included in the truck were
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Compact pickup. Full-size pickup. Task Force. The Task Force Series ran from late second
series through The tooling of the Task Force trucks was later used to start their production in
Serbia by Zastava Trucks , production ran from to , with around being sold. Commercial trucks
and various other heavy duty models were available. New "wrap-around" windshieldâ€”a truck
industry first [3] â€”and optional wrap-around rear window on Deluxe cabs. Electrical system
upgraded to 12 volts. Beds are 6. Fenders have single headlights and one-piece emblem is
mounted below horizontal line on fender. Two-piece fender emblems are mounted above
horizontal fender line. Last year for eggcrate grille. Hood is flatter with two spears on top,
similar to the Bel Air. Fender emblems are still above fender line, but are now oval-shaped, as
opposed to previous versions in script. All light-duty trucks are now called "Apache",
medium-duty trucks called "Viking", and heavy-duty trucks called "Spartan". Truck has four
headlights instead of the previous two and features a shorter, wider grille running the width of
the front end. First year for factory-equipped air conditioning. For , GM was promoting their
fiftieth year of production, and introduced Anniversary models for each brand; Cadillac, Buick,
Oldsmobile, Pontiac, and Chevrolet. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. GM
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Coupe utility. El Toro. El Camino. Compact pickup. Full-size pickup. Advance Design. In
production. The Chevrolet is a car that was introduced by Chevrolet in September for the model
year. A two-door station wagon, the Nomad , was produced as a Bel Air model. An upscale trim
option called the Delray was available for Two-Ten 2-door sedans. It is a popular and sought
after classic car. These vehicles are often restored to their original condition and sometimes
modified. The car's image has been frequently used in toys, graphics , music, movies, and
television. The '57 Chevy , as it is often known, is an auto icon. Initially, General Motors
executives wanted an entirely new car for , but production delays necessitated the â€”56 design
for one more year. These changes included a new dashboard, sealed cowl, and the relocation of
air ducts to the headlight pods, which resulted in the distinctive chrome headlight that helped
make the '57 Chevrolet a classic. Fourteen-inch wheels replaced the fifteen-inch wheels from
previous years to give the car a lower stance, and a wide grille was used to give the car a wider
look from the front. The now famous '57 Chevrolet tailfins were designed to duplicate the wide
look in the rear. Bel Air models, though maintaining the same chassis, powertrains, and body,
were given upscale gold trim: the mesh grille insert and front fender chevrons, as well as the
"Chevrolet" script on the hood and trunk, were all rendered in anodized gold. The Chevrolets
did not have an oil pressure gauge or a voltmeter. The engine was smoother running than the V
Carburetion came from a single one-barrel carburetor. The model, like its engine, was all new.
The "shoebox" design, so named because it was the first Chevrolet to feature streamlined rear
fenders, was a watershed for Chevrolet. The lightweight car, coupled with a powerful overhead
valve V-8, became a showroom draw, but also thrust the company into the arena of competitive
motorsports. In , the design was lengthened somewhat in front and given a more squarish
treatment; under the hood, engine power increased and a Chevrolet Corvette engine was
available for the first time in a full-size passenger car. In , the V-shaped trim on the tail fins was
filled with a ribbed aluminum insert exclusive to the Bel Air's upgraded trim level. The
fuel-injected engine represented the first time that an internal combustion gasoline engine in a
passenger car reached an advertised one horsepower for each cubic inch benchmark, although
the Chrysler B beat that by a year in its horsepower, c. NASCAR held the competition, especially
the '55â€”'57 Chevrolet to a cubic inch restriction because of all the races the '57s were
winning. This restriction stayed with the '55â€”'57 until they were grandfathered out of the lower
NASCAR divisions in the s as the '57 was still beating virtually all in their class. Unlike most
competitors, the Chevrolet 4-door hardtop featured a reinforced rear roof structure that gave the
car added rigidity and a unique appearance in silhouette. The Chevrolet was called by some a
"Baby Cadillac", because of many styling cues similar to Cadillacs of the time. V8-optioned cars
got a large "V" under the Chevrolet script on the hood and trunk lid; the "V: was gold for the Bel
Air trim level, and silver-colored chrome for the and trim levels. The 2-door Bel Air Nomad
station wagon had its own distinctive styling, mainly in the roof line and rear deck. For there
were four standard engine options, a After November , the cu in V8 engines were painted the
same orange as the cu in V8s. Another optional engine was offered with two four barrel
carburetors, the legendary "Duntov" cam and solid lifters. This engine produced hp. Fuel
injection continued as an option throughout the early s. However, most mechanics of the time
didn't have the experience to keep the units running properly. This prompted most buyers to
opt for conventional carburetion. In a survey of owners, Popular Mechanics reported that There
were many options available, most of which were designed to make the car more comfortable
and luxurious. Air conditioning was offered though rarely ordered, as was a padded dash.
Power steering and power brakes were available, as well as a signal-seeking AM [8] radio and
power antenna. Power windows and power seats were also available. An "Autronic eye" was
offered; it was a device that bolted onto the dashboard and sensed the light from oncoming
traffic, dimming the headlights automatically. This lowered the power drain on the battery to an
insignificant amount when the engine was off. Playing the radio with conventional tubes for
extended periods occasionally drained the battery to the extent that it could not start the car.
The clock was electrically self-wound and moving the hands to correct the time resulted in
actually regulating the going rate. After a few corrections, the clock was remarkably accurate.
Another dashboard-mounted item was the traffic-light viewer, a ribbed plastic visor that was
installed just above the speedometer. Because the roof extends so far forward of the driver, it is
hard to see overhead traffic lights. The traffic light viewer captured the reflection of overhead
traffic lights so that the driver didn't have to lean forward to see past the edge of the roof. In ,
Chevrolet started to add safety features such as "crash proof door locks [14] " first added in ,
padded dash boards, safety-styled steering wheel with a recessed hub [15] though not as much
as Ford's , seat belts also first in [16] and shoulder harnesses. It was a design concept that
Buick had developed with their Dynaflow transmission. However, due to a reliability reputation
caused by its complexity, most automatic transmission buyers shunned the Turboglide in favor

of the two-speed Powerglide that had been offered since At the time the Turboglide casing was
the largest cast aluminum component ever put into mass production, but it never recovered
from the reputation in and the option was discontinued in Manual transmissions were limited to
three-speed, column shifted units with synchromesh in second and third gear only. A '57
equipped with this transmission mated to the horsepower engine and limited slip differential
was the one to beat on the drag strip and street into the early s. From a numbers standpoint, the
'57 Chevrolet wasn't as popular as General Motors had hoped. Despite its popularity, rival Ford
outsold Chevrolet for the model year for the first time since The main cause of the sales shift to
Ford was that the '57 Chevrolet had tubeless tires, the first car to have them. This scared away
sales to Ford as many people did not initially trust the new tubeless design. Also Ford's
introduction of an all-new body styling that was longer, lower, and wider than the previous
year's offerings helped Ford sales. It was the final year of the "shoebox" Chevrolet, as saw the
introduction of a much larger and heavier "X" framed Chevrolet. The ideal size of the '57,
combined with its relatively light weight compared to newer full-sized cars, made it a favorite
among drag racers. The engine bay was big enough to fit GM's big-block engines , first
introduced in and popularized in the s by the Beach Boys in the song " ". The relatively simple
mechanical attributes of the car made it easy to maintain, customize, and upgrade with
components such as disc brakes and air conditioning. The big block, however, was not what
put the '57 on the map on the street scene; it was the introduction of the low-priced small-block,
horsepower in that was the blockbuster that made both the '55 and '57 Chevrolet able to beat
the Ford hotrods with their flathead V8s. The '57 also won 26 NASCAR "convertible races,"
more than any make, and won all three possible driver's championships. The first in convertible
class and winning car in the Daytona was a '57 driven by Joe Lee Johnson. The convertibles
started on the outside row and were approximately ten miles an hour slower than the hardtops
and sedans because of their aerodynamics. No one figured that a convertible would win the
race and they didn't but wonder who was driving the top finishing convertible. The engine
placed from the factory behind the centerline of the front wheels made the '57 a superior
handling car on the short tracks and the dirt tracks as well. This mechanical advantage, coupled
with the high revving and reliable , earned the '57 the nickname "king of the short tracks" [
citation needed ] With the fuel injected , the One-Fifty model two door sedan version, called the
"black widow," was the first car outlawed and quickly so by NASCAR as it proved almost
unbeatable on virtually all the NASCAR tracks in early After the '57 was grandfathered out from
the now "cup" division in and relegated to the lower local track sportsman divisions, they were
still the car to beat for years. The '57s subsequently were used up in stock car racing at a very
high rate. Surprisingly enough, the '57 Chevrolet also won a disproportionate amount of
demolition derbies as well: With the radiator set back from the grille, the car was difficult to
disable. The additional advantage of having the last double lined trunk, coupled with a strong
frame, made it a surprisingly common winner in the demolition derbies during the late s and
early s. By the s, the '57 Chevrolet became a collector car. Companies such as Danchuk
Manufacturing, Inc. Although restored original examples are increasingly rare, modern
customizers and restorers are creating fast, powerful, ultra-modern hot rods that are winning
the '57 Chevy a whole new generation of fans. As original cars become harder to find, fiberglass
and all-steel reproductions EMI in Detroit, Michigan was the first to build restoration bodies
using original firewalls with VIN numbers - the steel reproduction bodyshells are manufactured
by Real Deal Steel in Sanford, Florida, using reproduction sheetmetal are making it possible for
future generations to enjoy the '57 Chevrolet. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Make of
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Download as PDF Printable version. Chevrolet General Motors. Clare M. Mackichan [1]. While
most commonly associated with pickup trucks , the model line also included chassis-cab trucks
and medium-duty trucks and served as the basis for GM full-size SUVs. Used for both the model
branding and the internal model code, "C" denoted two-wheel drive; "K" denoted four-wheel
drive. For third-generation examples produced between and , these were replaced by "R" and

"V", respectively. Introduced for the model year, four generations of the model line were
produced, with GMC rebranding full-size pickups under a singular GMC Sierra nameplate for
Launched in the fall of , the model year introduced a new body style of light pick-up truck that
featured many firsts. Most important of these were a drop-center ladder frame, allowing the cab
to sit lower, and independent front suspension, giving an almost car-like ride in a truck. Also
new for was a new designation system for trucks made by GM. Since , trucks were available
from the factory as four-wheel drive, and the new class scheme would make this known. A C
conventional in front of the series number designates 2-wheel rear drive while a K designates
4-wheel drive. Actual badging on Chevrolet trucks carried the series name system from the
previous generation for and the 10, 20, 30, and 40 series C and K were badged as "Apaches", 50
and 60 series trucks were badged as "Vikings", and the largest 70 and 80 series models were
marked "Spartans". GMC did not use the "C" nomenclature, though their 4x4 versions used the
"K" nomenclature. The 1. The , , and models featured ball bearing front hubs,with torsion bar
front suspensions, with trailing arm suspension rears. Trim lines were base and "Custom". The
cab was modified for , with elimination of the "wraparound" windshield and a new front grille
design, along with various interior changes, while retaining the original design on the body. A
new, more modern look came for , along with a new nickname: "Action Line". The majority of 10
series and some 20 series Chevrolet trucks from to were equipped with a coil spring trailing arm
rear suspension, which greatly improved the ride over traditional leaf springs. However, the leaf
spring rear suspension was still available on those trucks, and standard on 30 series trucks. All
2-wheel drive trucks came with independent front suspension, while 4x4's used a conventional
solid axle with leaf springs. Optional transmissions included a three speed overdrive unit C only
and several different four-speed manuals, the Powerglide 2-speed automatic, or the
Turbo-Hydramatic and 3-speed automatic. The six and the in 3 V8 were optional engines. The
most visible change in differentiating a from models was the addition of side-marker reflectors
on all fenders. Also, the small rear window cab was no longer available the C40 and C60
medium duty trucks retained the small window. In , Chevrolet celebrated 50 years of
manufacturing trucks, and to commemorate, they released a 50th Anniversary package
featuring an exclusive white-gold-white paint scheme. Longhorns were only two-wheel-drive; no
factory Longhorn 4x4 was built. The c. Along with the new engines came a new grille design for
Chevrolet trucks and a more upright hood for both Chevrolet and GMC trucks. The GMC
version, known as the Jimmy, was introduced the same year. Some internal cab changes were
also made, most notably the switch from a hand-operated parking brake to a foot pedal, and a
more modern looking two-spoke steering wheel with plastic horn button replaced the previous
year's three-spoke wheel with chrome horn button. Also new this year were upper and lower
side moldings , which added another two-tone paint option. These were standard on CST
trucks, and optional in any other trim level. The Sierra and Sierra Grande option packages were
also added for GMCs; these were to become discrete trim levels in The only noticeable change
for was a minor update to the Chevrolet grille. At first glance, the and grilles look very similar.
However, the s plastic inserts actually have highlights that divide the appearance into six
separate sections. The , while still sold as such, was enlarged to cubic inches starting in
Numerous changes occurred in First came another new grille design the "egg crate" for
Chevrolet trucks and black paint over portions of the GMC grille. Second, an additional trim
package was introduced: the Cheyenne. On GMC models, this was equivalent to the Sierra.
These packages consisted mostly of comfort features â€” nicer interiors, more padding and
insulation, carpet, chrome trim, and upper and lower side molding and tailgate trim. Finally, the
front brakes on all light-duty trucks were switched from drum brakes to disc brakes , resulting
in much less brake fade under heavy use. The 20 and series trucks had the 8 x 6. Also,
Chevrolet changed the V8 emblem designation to V8. The models were very similar to the
models, with the only change being the rear view mirror was glued to the windshield rather than
bolted to top of the cab, and metal or vinyl-covered flat door panels were no longer available; all
trim level door panels were molded plastic with integral armrests and wood grain inserts on
Cheyenne and Sierra trim levels. For restoration, it should also be noted that the door and
window cranks were slightly longer due to the molded plastic door panels, and the vent
windows were now secured with a single screw on the inside of the door, thus differentiating it
from the model year. The trim levels were rearranged on GMCs, with the Custom now being the
lowest level the Deluxe being dropped and the Sierra and Sierra Grande becoming separate trim
levels at the top of the lineup rather than option packages as before. There are also to series
medium- and heavy-duty trucks:. These models share the cabin of the light-duty models but sit
on a taller chassis and have a taller front end of a different design, with a clamshell hood. Sierra
and Sierra Grande had been used as names on option packages since the model year. In both
series, the 'Highlander package' included special color-coordinated houndstooth cloth inserts

and additional trim colors and insulation. As pickup trucks increased in use as personal
vehicles, cab features and options moved closer in line with GM sedans with power windows
and power door locks becoming options. To further expand its practicality, a four-door crew cab
body was introduced offering 6-passenger seating. The chassis was an all-new design with all
trucks receiving a leaf-spring rear suspension ; K-Series trucks moved to all-wheel drive
shift-on-the-fly 4x4 was introduced for This generation also marks the first use of the Chevrolet
Silverado nameplate in use for Chevrolet full-size trucks today. The first line not assigned a
generational moniker by General Motors, it is known by its GMT internal codename. For , the
extended cab was redesigned, adding a rear-hinged passenger-side third door. In , GM Brazil
launched its first line of light trucks designed in Brazil, the Chevrolet C-series pickup truck; in
line with the Chevrolet Suburban, the model line was sold in a wagon configuration, renamed
from C to Chevrolet Veraneio in The model line was launched with a cubic-inch inline-6 derived
from the Chevrolet "Stovebolt" engine ; this engine was replaced in by a cubic-inch inline-6
from the Chevrolet Opala. For production, GM Brazil introduced a redesigned model line of light
trucks. Sharing its cab structure with the "Rounded Line" generation, the series received its
own front fascia sharing headlights with the Opala and larger taillamps than its American
counterpart. Far more advanced in design than its utilitarian predecessor, the series carried
over little more than its powertrains from the previous generation. Again offered in single and
double cabs introduced in , the C and A ethanol received a 4. In contrast to its American
counterpart, the series was offered nearly exclusively with 2-wheel drive; a 4x4 version was
offered for and was withdrawn before the end of the model year, following poor reliability of its
drivetrain. For , the series underwent a minor exterior revision, again sharing its headlights with
the Opala higher-trim vehicles shared wheels with GMT pickup trucks ; the interior underwent a
redesign, adopting a redesigned instrument panel. For , the model line adopted the fuel-injected
4. In contrast to the previous two generations of Brazilian Chevrolet trucks, the Chevrolet
Silverado was no longer a market-exclusive design; the Silverado was identical to the
American-market GMT pickup. Offered only as a two-door C with a standard-length bed, the
Silverado offered a hp 4. For production, production of the Silverado shifted from Argentina to
Brazil. During , Chevrolet withdrew the 4. The final Silverado D was produced in January After
many years of declining market share in the truck segment, GM Brazil shifted its production
from heavy trucks towards the S and car-based pickups. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Chevrolet N in Ecuador. Series C Classic Six. One of the first automobiles made by Chevrolet
under W. Series M Copper-Cooled. Series AA Capitol. Chevrolet's mid sized car that competed
against the Ford Model A. Series AB National. Series AC International. Chevy's mid-level
full-size car for the â€” in US market and â€” for Canadian market. Bel Air-based mid level
full-size wagon. The first generation was produced â€”, and the second generation was
produced â€” Replacement for the Advance design, the new design included "wrap-around"
windshield, power steering and brakes and 12V electrical system. Chevy's least expensive level
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expensive level full-size wagon. Impala-based top level full-size wagon. Chevrolet's long run of
full-sized pickup trucks offered in light-duty or heavy-duty configurations with rear-wheel or
four-wheel-drive application. Chevrolet's compact â€” and subcompact â€” car. Nova was the
top-line of Chevy II series. Kingswood Estate. Caprice-based top level full-size wagon, added at
the range higher than Kingswood, produced during â€” Chevrolet's compact pickup truck which
was the first domestically built compact pickup of the "Big Three" American automakers.
Chevrolet's full sized pickup trucks offered in light duty or heavy duty configurations with
rear-wheel or four-wheel drive application using GTM Platform. GM Delta platform. Chevrolet's
compact sedan that replaced the Cavalier. Caprice PPV. City Express. Discontinued due to poor
sales and incompatible parts. Chevette South America. Chevy Malibu. Chevy II. Biscayne
Canada. Bel Air. El Morocco. Personal luxury. Chevelle Laguna. Monte Carlo. Sports car. Sold
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Aluminum Air Cleaner. Dual Feed The stance is right with the combination of a 81 squa Over the
top Big Red Chevrolet 4x4 pickup riding high on newer Blazer 4x4 chassis for cru When is a
truck more than just a truck? It's a question that can be Terrific 57 shortbed pickup with V8
engine. This truck has less than 4k miles since completion. Contact Seller. Wood Bed. Nicely
restored original Chevrolet truck six cylinder manual transmission with power steering this
Private Seller. Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently
tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept
under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered
with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette
convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1
5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the
car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania
before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver
information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling. This
Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it
dodge charger radio harness
2000 ford explorer turn signal relay location
b1212 code ford
is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior
and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
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